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Wicked 2009 wicked the life and times of the wicked witch of the west tells the story of elphaba before she became the wicked witch of the west in the

land of oz tracing her career as nun nurse pro democracy activist and animal rights defender

Letters to His Son, Complete 2022-05-28 letters to his son is a book by philip dormer stanhope it contains instructive communications about geography

history and classical literature with later letters focusing on politics and diplomacy all addressed to his son

The Complete Novels 2022-05-17 digicat publishing presents to you this meticulously edited collection of the complete novels by ernest haycox a rider of

the high mesa x000d free grass x000d the octopus of pilgrim valley x000d chaffee of roaring hors x000d son of the west x000d whispering range x000d

the feudists x000d the kid from river red x000d the roaring hour x000d starlight rider x000d riders west x000d the silver desert x000d trail smoke x000d

trouble shooter x000d sundown jim x000d man in the saddle x000d the border trumpet x000d saddle and ride x000d rim of the desert x000d trail town

x000d alder gulch x000d action by night x000d the wild bunch x000d bugles in the afternoon x000d canyon passage x000d long storm x000d head of

the mountain x000d the earthbreakers x000d the adventurers

The Son of His Father 2020-01-10 this collection of literature attempts to compile many of the classic works that have stood the test of time and offer

them at a reduced affordable price in an attractive volume so that everyone can enjoy them

DUMAS - The Greatest Works of the Father and the Son 2023-11-13 digicat presents the revolutionary works of french literature the popular and

influential classics of various genres and themes action adventures historical thrillers revealing the hypocrisy of the society and the questioning of morals

and beliefs through its main characters all relatable until this day this is the legacy of the french literary giants alexandre dumas elder and his son

alexandre dumas younger alexandre dumas pere the d artagnan romances the three musketeers twenty years after the vicomte of bragelonne ten years

later louise de la valliere the man in the iron mask the valois trilogy marguerite de valois la reine margot chicot the jester la dame de monsoreau the

forty five guardsmen the memoirs of a physician series joseph balsamo the magician the mesmerist s victim andrea de taverney the queen s necklace

taking the bastille ange pitou the countess de charny the execution of king louis xvi other novels the count of monte cristo the conspirators the chevalier

d harmental the regent s daughter a sequel to the conspirators the hero of the people the royal life guard the flight of the royal family captain paul the

sicilian bandit the corsican brothers the companions of jehu the wolf leader the black tulip the last vendee the she wolves of machecoul the prussian
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terror a dramatic memories short stories a masked ball solange other works celebrated crimes the borgias the cenci massacres of the south mary stuart

karl ludwig sand urbain grandier nisida derues la constantin joan of naples the man in the iron mask an essay martin guerre ali pacha the countess de

saint geran murat the marquise de brinvilliers vaninka the marquise de gange alexandre dumas fils the lady with the camellias the son of clemenceau

the princess of bagdad

Son of Billabong 2022-08-01 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of son of billabong by mary grant bruce digicat publishing considers

every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are

available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world

literature

Son of a Hundred Kings 2022-08-16 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of son of a hundred kings a novel of the nineties by thomas b

costain digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in

a new modern format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it

deserves as a classic of world literature

A Son of his Father 2022-08-16 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of a son of his father by harold bell wright digicat publishing

considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the

books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of

world literature

Letters to His Son, 1766-71 2022-09-15 eugenia stanhope the impoverished widow of the illegitimate son of philip stanhope 4th earl of chesterfield was

the first to publish the book letters to his son on the art of becoming a man of the world and a gentleman which comprises a thirty year correspondence

in more than 400 letters begun in 1737 and continued until the death of his son in 1768 the earl wrote mostly instructive communications about

geography history and classical literature with later letters focusing on politics and diplomacy and the letters themselves were written in french english

and latin to refine his son s grasp of the languages as a handbook for worldly success in the 18th century the book gives perceptive and nuanced
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advice for how a gentleman should interpret the social codes that are manners

A Son of the Middle Border 2022-09-15 a son of the middle border is a coming of age story of a farm boy in this captivating autobiography of pulitzer

prize winner hamlin garland he described his family background and childhood as the son of pioneer farmers he narrates his journey from a rural

childhood to studying literature and the sciences in boston and his reclaimed sense of identity as a writer of the midwest s beautiful yet challenging land

Letters to His Son, 1759-65 2022-09-15 letters to his son is a publication of letters written by philip dormer stanhope 4th earl of chesterfield a british

statesman diplomat and man of letters and an acclaimed wit of his time eugenia stanhope the widow of chesterfield s illegitimate son philip stanhope

was the author of the book which comprises a thirty year correspondence in more than 400 letters begun in 1737 and continued until the death of his

son in 1768 chesterfield wrote mostly instructive communications about geography history and classical literature with later letters focusing on politics

and diplomacy the letters themselves were written in french english and latin to refine his son s grasp of the languages

The Complete Novels of Ernest Haycox 2021-01-14 this meticulously edited collection is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table

of contents x000d a rider of the high mesa x000d free grass x000d the octopus of pilgrim valley x000d chaffee of roaring hors x000d son of the west

x000d whispering range x000d the feudists x000d the kid from river red x000d the roaring hour x000d starlight rider x000d riders west x000d the silver

desert x000d trail smoke x000d trouble shooter x000d sundown jim x000d man in the saddle x000d the border trumpet x000d saddle and ride x000d rim

of the desert x000d trail town x000d alder gulch x000d action by night x000d the wild bunch x000d bugles in the afternoon x000d canyon passage

x000d long storm x000d head of the mountain x000d the earthbreakers x000d the adventurers

The Call of the Wild + White Fang + The Son of the Wolf (3 Unabridged Classics) 2023-12-14 this carefully crafted ebook the call of the wild white fang

the son of the wolf 3 unabridged classics is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents first published in 1903 the call of

the wild is regarded as jack london s masterpiece based on london s experiences as a gold prospector in the canadian wilderness and his ideas about

nature and the struggle for existence the call of the wild is a tale about unbreakable spirit and the fight for survival in the frozen alaskan klondike the

story takes place in the extreme conditions of the yukon during the 19th century klondike gold rush where strong sled dogs were in high demand after

buck a domesticated dog is snatched from a pastoral ranch in california he is sold into a brutal life as a sled dog the work details buck s struggle to
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adjust and survive the cruel treatment he receives from humans other dogs and nature he eventually sheds the veneer of civilization altogether and

instead relies on primordial instincts and the lessons he has learned to become a respected and feared leader in the wild white fang is the story of a

wild dog s journey toward becoming civilized in the canadian territory of yukon during the klondike gold rush at the end of the nineteenth century white

fang is a companion novel and a thematic mirror to jack london s best known work the call of the wild which concerns a kidnapped civilized dog turning

into a wild wolf the book is characteristic of london s precise prose style and his innovative use of voice and perspective much of the novel is written

from the viewpoint of the animals allowing london to explore how animals view their world and how they view humans

Jesus the Son of Man (Illustrated Edition) 2023-12-07 a spiritually rejuvenating book where gibran weaves a magic through his words and inspires

readers with his narrative skill here jesus is portrayed through the words of 77 contemporaries who knew him including enemies and friends like the

syrians romans jews priests and poets kahlil gibran 1883 1931 was a lebanese american artist poet and philosopher regarded as a literary and political

rebel his romantic style was at the heart of the renaissance in modern arabic literature table of contents jesus the son of man sketches paintings of

kahlil gibran inspirational quotes

The Banished Son 1856 an innovative study of two of england s most popular controversial and influential writers father and son breaks new ground in

examining the relationship between kingsley amis and his son martin amis through intertextual readings of their essays and novels gavin keulks

examines how the amises work negotiated the boundaries of their personal relationship while claiming territory in the literary debate between mimesis

and modernist aesthetics theirs was a battle over the nature of reality itself a twentieth century realism war conducted by loving family members and

rival antithetical writers keulks argues that the amises relationship functioned as a source of literary inspiration and that their work illuminates many of

the structural and stylistic shifts that have characterized the british novel since 1950

Father and Son 2004-12-27 this beautifully illustrated collection of rudyard kipling s complete novels has been formatted to the highest digital standards

and adjusted for readability on all devices stalky co is a novel about adolescent boys at a british boarding school reflecting its origins the novel is

episodic in nature with self contained chapters it is set at an unnamed school referred to as the college or the coll which is based on the united services

college in devon which kipling attended the character beetle one of the main trio is partly based on kipling himself while the charismatic character stalky
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is based on lionel dunsterville m turk is based on george charles beresford and mr king is based on william carr crofts kim is and adventure novel about

the orphaned son of an irish soldier and a poor irish mother who have both died in poverty living a vagabond existence in india under british rule in the

late 19th century kim earns his living by begging and running small errands on the streets of lahore captains courageous follows the adventures of

fifteen year old harvey cheyne jr the spoiled son of a railroad tycoon after he is saved from drowning by a portuguese fisherman in the north atlantic the

light that failed is a psychological novel most of the novel is set in london but many important events throughout the story occur in sudan or india the

light that failed follows the life of dick heldar a painter who goes blind naulahka a story of east and west is an adventure novels the story of a priceless

indian jewel joseph rudyard kipling 1865 1936 was an english short story writer poet and novelist he wrote tales and poems of british soldiers in india

and stories for children

THE COMPLETE NOVELS OF RUDYARD KIPLING (Illustrated Edition) 2017-08-07 on the heels of the great depression and staring into the abyss of a

global war american writers took fiction and literature in a new direction that addressed the chaos that the nation and the world was facing these authors

spoke to the human condition in traumatic times and their works reflected the dreams aspirations values and hopes of people living in the world war ii

era in fromnative son to king s men the literary landscape of 1940s america robert mcparland examines notable works published throughout the decade

among the authors covered are james baldwin pearl s buck james gould cozzens william faulkner ernest hemingway john hersey norman mailer ann

petry irwin shaw john steinbeck robert penn warren eudora welty and richard wright mcparland explores how popular novels literary fiction and even

short stories by these authors represented this pivotal period in american culture by examining the creative output of these authors this book reveals

how the literature of the 1940s not only offered a pathway for that era s readers but also provides a way of understanding the past and our own times

from native son to king s men will appeal to anyone interested in the cultural climate of the 1940s and how this period was depicted in american

literature

From Native Son to King's Men 2017-11-08 anthony burgess combined high artistic seriousness with very broad popular appeal the writer of a clockwork

orange and napoleon symphony variously cast himself in the roles of uncompromising artist and willing entertainer what links these contradictory

aspirations is burgess ambivalent relationship with james joyce in his daring experimentation with the novel form burgess always had the joycean
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example to emulate but he also invoked the great precursor to vindicate the rawer components of his art the author is not blinded by his comparative

agenda to burgess debts incurred elsewhere burgess work reverberates with echoes of lesser masters as well as securely canonized classics his voices

include the maughamesque and the shakespearean as they do the eliotian and of course the joycean anthony burgess is thus reintroduced as a post

modern classic himself jake s deserving peer and will s true son

Will's Son and Jake's Peer 2002 mr harold moore was a bilious countenanced studious young man he took himself veryseriously and life and his work

which latter was the tutoring of the young son of a britishnobleman he felt that his charge was not making the progress that his parents had a right to

expect and he was now conscientiously explaining this fact to the boy s mother it s not that he isn t bright he was saying if that were true i should have

hopes ofsucceeding for then i might bring to bear all my energies in overcoming his obtuseness but thetrouble is that he is exceptionally intelligent and

learns so quickly that i can find no fault in thematter of the preparation of his lessons what concerns me however is the fact that he evidentlytakes no

interest whatever in the subjects we are studying he merely accomplishes each lesson as atask to be rid of as quickly as possible and i am sure that no

lesson ever again enters his mind untilthe hours of study and recitation once more arrive his sole interests seem to be feats of physicalprowess and the

reading of everything that he can get hold of relative to savage beasts and the livesand customs of uncivilized peoples but particularly do stories of

animals appeal to him he will sitfor hours together poring over the work of some african explorer and upon two occasions i havefound him setting up in

bed at night reading carl hagenbeck s book on men and beasts the boy s mother tapped her foot nervously upon the hearth rug you discourage this of

course she ventured mr moore shuffled embarrassedly i ah essayed to take the book from him he replied a slight flush mounting his sallowcheek but ah

your son is quite muscular for one so young he wouldn t let you take it asked the mother he would not confessed the tutor he was perfectly good

natured about it but he insistedupon pretending that he was a gorilla and that i was a chimpanzee attempting to steal food fromhim he leaped upon me

with the most savage growls i ever heard lifted me completely above hishead hurled me upon his bed and after going through a pantomime indicative of

choking me todeath he stood upon my prostrate form and gave voice to a most fearsome shriek which heexplained was the victory cry of a bull ape

then he carried me to the door shoved me out into thehall and locked me from his room

The Son of Tarzan 2021-02-04 this book is a result of an effort made by us towards making a contribution to the preservation and repair of original
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classic literature in an attempt to preserve improve and recreate the original content we have worked towards 1 type setting reformatting the complete

work has been re designed via professional layout formatting and type setting tools to re create the same edition with rich typography graphics high

quality images and table elements giving our readers the feel of holding a fresh and newly reprinted and or revised edition as opposed to other scanned

printed optical character recognition ocr reproductions 2 correction of imperfections as the work was re created from the scratch therefore it was vetted

to rectify certain conventional norms with regard to typographical mistakes hyphenations punctuations blurred images missing content pages and or

other related subject matters upon our consideration every attempt was made to rectify the imperfections related to omitted constructs in the original

edition via other references however a few of such imperfections which could not be rectified due to intentional unintentional omission of content in the

original edition were inherited and preserved from the original work to maintain the authenticity and construct relevant to the work we believe that this

work holds historical cultural and or intellectual importance in the literary works community therefore despite the oddities we accounted the work for print

as a part of our continuing effort towards preservation of literary work and our contribution towards the development of the society as a whole driven by

our beliefs we are grateful to our readers for putting their faith in us and accepting our imperfections with regard to preservation of the historical content

happy reading

Dombey And Son (Complete) 2019-05-20 a sweeping standalone from new york times bestseller pepper winters things you should know about me from

the very beginning i was born to true love witnessed the destruction it causes and vowed never to let such agony happen to me i am not a story teller

like my father i am not a writer like my mother i am just a son their son i am happy being alone and that is all i ever want to be jacob the day he was

born jacob learned his hardest and longest lesson it wasn t a lesson a boy should learn so young but from his earliest memories he knew where

happiness lives so does tragedy where love exists so does heartbreak and where hope resides so does sorrow that lesson carved him from the kid to

the teen to the man and nothing and no one could change his mind hope i first met him when he was fourteen at a movie premiere of all places a movie

based on his parent s life he was stoic strong suspicious and secretive i was only ten but i felt something for him a strange kind of heartbreak that made

me want to hug and heal him i was the daughter of the actor hired to play his father we shared similarities i recognised parts of him because they were

parts of me but no matter how many times we met no matter how many times i tried he stayed true to his vow to never fall 5 stars the son his hope will
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ruin you in the best possible way the romance rebels 5 stars you need to experience this amazing powerful once in a lifetime series heather goodreads

5 stars epically beautiful and unforgettable this story is beyond anything you ll ever read melissa goodreads you don t have to read the boy his ribbon

and the girl her ren before reading the son his hope however it is set in the same world and has characters appear from previous works the son his

hope is a complete standalone

The Son & His Hope 2019-02-09 this ebook features the unabridged text of dombey and son from the bestselling edition of the complete works of charles

dickens having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art delphi classics produce publications that are individually

crafted with superior formatting while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print the delphi classics edition of dickens includes original

annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author as well as individual tables of contents allowing you to navigate ebooks quickly

and easily ebook features the complete unabridged text of dombey and son beautifully illustrated with images related to dickens s works individual

contents table allowing easy navigation around the ebook excellent formatting of the textplease visit delphiclassics com to learn more about our wide

range of titles

Dombey and Son by Charles Dickens - Delphi Classics (Illustrated) 2017-07-17 this critical edition of the working notes for dombey and son 1848 is ideal

for readers who wish to know more about charles dickens s craft and creativity drawing on the author s manuscript in the victoria and albert museum

london and containing hyperlinked facsimiles dickens s working notes for dombey and son offers a new digital transcription with a fresh commentary by

tony laing unique and innovative this is the only edition to make dickens s working methods visible john mullan has called dombey and son dickens s

first great novel set amid the coming of the railways it tells the story of a powerful man typical of the commercial and banking magnates of the period

and the effect he has on his family and those around him laing presents the worksheets and other materials transcribed for the first time that together

grew into the novel reading the book alongside this edition of the notes enlarges the understanding of dickens s art among teachers students

researchers and dickens enthusiasts as cultural tastes shift from print to digital dickens s working notes helps preserve dickens s work for the future the

magnifying and linking functions of the edition mean that the notes are more easily and usefully not to mention accessibly exhibited here than elsewhere

laing gives present day readers the chance not only to recapture the effect of serial publication but also to gain greater insight into the making of a work
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which by general agreement and dickens s own admission has a special place in his development as a novelist

Dickens’s Working Notes for 'Dombey and Son' 2017-09-04 complete and unabridged paperback edition first published in 1916

Windy McPherson's Son 2020-10-21 this carefully crafted ebook the complete novels of jack london is formatted for your ereader with a functional and

detailed table of content jack london 1876 1916 was an american novelist journalist and social activist his amazing life experience also includes being an

oyster pirate railroad hobo gold prospector sailor war correspondent and much more he wrote adventure novels sea tales stories of the gold rush tales

of the south pacific and the san francisco bay area most of which were based on or inspired by his own life experiences content the cruise of the

dazzler a daughter of the snows the call of the wild the kempton wace letters the sea wolf the game white fang before adam the iron heel martin eden

burning daylight adventure the scarlet plague a son of the sun the abysmal brute the valley of the moon the mutiny of the elsinore the star rover the

jacket the little lady of the big house jerry of the islands michael brother of jerry hearts of three

The Complete Novels of Jack London – 22 Adventure Classics in One Volume (Illustrated) 2017-04-03 named in usa today s 5 books not to miss and

new york post s the best new books to read from new york times bestselling author eric jerome dickey named one of usa today s 100 black novelists

and fiction authors you should read comes his final work an unflinchingly timely novel about history hearts and family it s the summer of 2019 and

professor pi suleman is a black man from memphis with a lot to endure not only as a black man in trump s america but in his hard earned career as an

adjunct professor pi is constantly forced to bite his tongue in the face of one of his tenured colleague s prejudices and microaggressions at the same

time he s being blackmailed by a powerful professor who threatens to claim he has assaulted her when in fact the truth is just the opposite trapping him

in a he said she said with a white woman that in this society pi knows he will never win when he meets gemma buckingham a sophisticated

entrepreneur who has just moved to memphis from london to escape a deep heartbreak things begin to look up though gemma and pi hail from

separate cultures their differences fuel a fiery and passionate connection that just may consume them both but pi s whirlwind romance is interrupted

when his absentee father a celebrated writer passes away and pi is called to los angeles to both collect his inheritance and learn about the man who

never acknowledged him with the complicated legacy of his famous father to make sense of gemma s visa expiration date looming and the threats of his

colleague becoming increasingly intense pi must figure out who he is and what kind of man he will become in his father s shadow in the son of mr
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suleman eric jerome dickey takes readers on a powerful journey exploring racism colorism life as a mixed race person sexual assault microaggressions

truth and lies cultural differences politics family legacies perceptions the impact of enslavement and jim crow code switching the power of death and the

weight of love it is an extraordinary story page turning and intense and a book only dickey could write

The Son of Mr. Suleman 2021-04-20 this ebook features the unabridged text of notes of a son and brother from the bestselling edition of the complete

works of henry james having established their name as the leading publisher of classic literature and art delphi classics produce publications that are

individually crafted with superior formatting while introducing many rare texts for the first time in digital print the delphi classics edition of james includes

original annotations and illustrations relating to the life and works of the author as well as individual tables of contents allowing you to navigate ebooks

quickly and easily ebook features the complete unabridged text of notes of a son and brother beautifully illustrated with images related to james s works

individual contents table allowing easy navigation around the ebook excellent formatting of the textplease visit delphiclassics com to learn more about

our wide range of titles

Notes of a Son and Brother by Henry James - Delphi Classics (Illustrated) 2017-07-17 reuven tamiroff a holocaust survivor has never been able to

speak about his past to his son a young man who yearns to understand his father s silence as campuses burn amidst the unrest of the sixties and his

own generation rebels the son is drawn to his father s circle of wartime friends in search of clues to the past finally discovering that his brooding father

has been haunted for years by his role in the murder of a brutal ss officer just after the war young tamiroff learns that the nazi is still alive haunting

poetic and very contemporary the fifth son builds to an unforgettable climax as the son sets out to complete his father s act of revenge

The Fifth Son 1998-04-07 a son of the sun is a novel by jack london first published in 1912 complete and unabridged paperback edition

A Son of Hagar 1887 e artnow presents to you the greatest novels by one of the greatest novelists of english literature frankenstein original edition 1818

frankenstein revised edition 1831 the last man valperga the fortunes of perkin warbeck lodore falkner this edition includes additionally the biography of

the author the life letters of mary wollstonecraft shelley by florence ashton marshall mary wollstonecraft shelley 1797 1851 was an english novelist short

story writer dramatist essayist biographer and travel writer best known for her gothic novel frankenstein or the modern prometheus she also edited and

promoted the works of her husband the romantic poet and philosopher percy bysshe shelley mary shelley s works often argue that cooperation and
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sympathy particularly as practiced by women in the family were the ways to reform civil society this view was a direct challenge to the individualistic

romantic ethos promoted by percy shelley and enlightenment political theories

A Son of the Sun 2018-10-16 the stuttering son a literary study of boys and their fathers examines stuttering a condition which overwhelmingly affects

boys in terms of the complex relationships a number of male authors have had with their fathers most of these writers from cotton mather to john updike

were themselves stutterers for two others melville and kafka the focus shifts to how similar family tensions contributed to their interest in the related

condition of anorexia a final section looks at the patricidal impulse lurking behind much of this analysis as evident in dostoyevsky shakespeare s hamlet

and nietzsche by focusing on the issue of a boy s emotional development this book attempts to re establish the value of a broadly psychological

approach to understanding stuttering

Mary Shelley: The Complete Novels (The Giants of Literature - Book 27) 2023-11-25 wonder woman asterix the gaul watchmen these popular comics

and many others use classical sources narrative patterns and references to enrich their imaginative worlds and deepen the stories they present this

volume explores that rich interaction son of classics and comics presents thirteen original studies of representations of the ancient world in the medium

of comics building on the foundation established by their groundbreaking classics and comics 2011 george kovacs and c w marshall have gathered a

wide range of essays with a new global perspective chapters are helpfully grouped to facilitate classroom use with sections on receptions of homer on

manga on asterix and on the sense of a classic in the modern world all greek and latin passages are translated lavishly illustrated the volume

significantly widens the range of available studies on the reception of the greek and roman worlds in comics and deepens our understanding of comics

as a literary medium son of classics and comics will appeal to students and scholars of classical reception as well as comics fans

The Stuttering Son in Literature and Psychology 2022-10-31 this annotated bibliography of dickens s dombey and son carefully analyzes almost 900

individual items documenting the novel s composition and publication as well as its popular and critical standing in addition to examining the text it

assess reviews and the reactions of contemporaries

Publishers' circular and booksellers' record 1896 steptoe and son is a classic british sitcom that ran on the bbc between 1962 74 the series has two

iconic characters albert steptoe and his rag and bone man son harold wildred brambell as albert and harry h corbett as harold both give wonderful
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performances in the series as well as being a great comedy steptoe and son has many dramatic elements and social commentary relating to the

relationship between father and son changes in society their working class existence and their rather old fashioned rag and bone trade find out more

about this iconic series in this encyclopedia

Son of Classics and Comics 2016

Record of the University Boat Race, 1829-1883 1884

Charles Dickens's Dombey and Son 1999

The Steptoe and Son Encyclopedia 2024-05-30

Chacun de son côté, Comédie en trois actes et en prose, par [Ed.] Mazères 1842

W. Baynes and Son's General Catalogue of Second-hand Books for 1821; 1821
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